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Topic: Awards (Read 3,884 times)

mike hunt
4 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Dec 2006
Posts: 277/0.75 per day

Respect: 18

Re: Awards
« Reply #90 on Yesterday at 22:14 »

Yesterday at 22:11, Amilas wrote:

Yesterday at 22:10, manchestermike wrote:

Indeed

This is like a kids thread inside an adults thread 

haha - yes it does (thanks to my slow typing). However, once this is all sorted FPR and Silky
maybe glad that the thread is so disjointed and difficult to read. Its like when families go to a
restaurant, and there's a kids table and an adults table.
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talk to mike hunt

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,426/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #91 on Yesterday at 22:18 »

Yesterday at 22:14, RBK wrote:
Artists don't have to prove they 'want to win' sh!t! Tons of movie stars who win awards don't even come to the events. Award
who deserves to win regardless if they show up, blow you off, or something in between. 

I'm not taking any sides here - but I think Silky and FPR should resolve this via PM. FPR is an extremely valuable forum
member here and it is my hope that he continues to be.

I dont think anyone ever said about artists needed to prove anything?  many of the people up
for awards I had never heard of  and I dunt have any problem with that  it just shows I
dunt know much 
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manchestermike
9 Star Member

member is offline

S-s-s-s-superplex

Joined: Jul 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,227/8.13 per day
Location: And on the sixth

day...
Respect: 85

Re: Awards
« Reply #92 on Yesterday at 22:19 »

STOP

Sasha break

Carry on 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

I believe virtually everything I read, and I think that is what makes me more of a selective human than someone who
doesn't believe anything.

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,426/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #93 on Yesterday at 22:25 »

Yesterday at 22:13, Finsburyparkranger wrote:

Yesterday at 22:07, ray wrote:
The way I read it Silky was suggesting to get the Artists involved so they could maybe mention it to their friends,
or on their website as a way to give their fans a heads up. That's not manipulation, it's just PR for the event.

Maybe I'm wrong but I don't think so. Anyhow I'm just as tired of this as the next man. Silky, you know that you can always
come and speak to me in person and i will always be happy to have a rational conversion with you. I cant see this going
anywhere so I'm going to drop it. I shall set something else up my self on principle.  I think you know you were selfish and
hoped to use the awards to promote your own artists but I shall stop with the criticism and go and set up another little thing up
else next year. Everyone invited, including you silky. Enough lets talk art.

Don't go away Fins  I think we should get these things sorted here! Now!  coz its me being
accused of stuff, and Im happy to answer any questions 

I was told by you that you would like to speak to me on the day of the awards  You said you
were gonna be at Leonard Street from about 2 onwards. we got to the place at 2.20, and you
had not yet arrived  we went off to visit some other galleries, and I think we got back to
Leonard street at about 4.30-5 but still no sign of you  We then went of to dinner  We
found you later on that evening but you said you were very busy, so dint want to get in you
way  We had to leave before 11 coz the car would have been locked in the carpark 
I just wanted to go over all that coz I get the impression that you felt I dint want to talk to you
that day 
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Finsburyparkranger
Awards Organizer

member is online

Re: Awards
« Reply #94 on Yesterday at 22:25 »

Ok silky we are going to have to agree to disagree. I feel massively f**ked over and annoyed
but I'm prepared to virtually shake your hand for the sake of world peace and not boring
anyone else to death. 
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Joined: Jan 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 2,082/6.22 per day
Respect: 149

Ok?

« Last Edit: Yesterday at 22:26 by Finsburyparkranger » Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

www.auctionsaboteur.com 

Ebay, whats that?

wimpy
3 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Nov 2007
Posts: 116/3.32 per day

Respect: 7

Re: Awards
« Reply #95 on Yesterday at 22:25 »

I find it funny that there is a 4 page thread about this nonsensical drama and that the majority
of those participating are the ones who have been calling for an end to it.

Step away from the keyboard or learn2useprivatemessaging.

Cheers to Fins and Silky.
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mike hunt
4 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Dec 2006
Posts: 277/0.75 per day

Respect: 18

Re: Awards
« Reply #96 on Yesterday at 22:26 »

Yesterday at 22:19, manchestermike wrote:
STOP

Sasha break

Carry on 

+1 for pushing this thread into truly surrealist territory with a bizzarely irrelevant but very funny
interval.
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talk to mike hunt

arcam
9 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Mar 2007
Posts: 2,049/7.46 per day

Respect: 50

Re: Awards
« Reply #97 on Yesterday at 22:28 »

Yesterday at 22:13, 0 wrote:

Can I ask a question? 

Fins, What percentages of advertising for the last awards were done by you? and Me?

Can I just say this is the problem we seem to have, who did what.....from what I can gather it
was a team effort and one involving many people including those who took the time to attend.
It was a great success and at the start people were talking about it for all the right reasons.
You've got a good thing going, it's time to stop nick picking and get organising for next year AS
A TEAM. Go 50:50 equal partners and take this thing as far as it can go. All this bickering is
ruining all the good work that was done.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,426/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #98 on Yesterday at 22:28 »

Yesterday at 22:25, Finsburyparkranger wrote:
Ok silky we are going to have to agree to disagree. I feel massively f**ked over and annoyed but I'm prepared to virtually
shake your hand for the sake of world peace and not boring anyone else to death. 

Ok?

I think we should get these things sorted now in front of everyone, coz then its all open and
people can see the full story.

Any other questions? 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged
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0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,426/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #99 on Yesterday at 22:30 »

Yesterday at 22:00, kiki wrote:

Yesterday at 21:52, 0 wrote:

Im online now and am open to questions? 

Why don't you want to share the ownership of the registration name for the Urban Art Awards with FPR? 

It sounds like a fair solution to me.

Im not sure you can share ownership  never some across it before 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

Finsburyparkranger
Awards Organizer

member is online

Joined: Jan 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 2,082/6.22 per day
Respect: 149

Re: Awards
« Reply #100 on Yesterday at 22:30 »

What does this mean?

"And next year I can be in more contact with the Artists to get them to tell their fans about the
awards to get them nominated and Voted  Let the Artists help us to promote the Awards  I
think one important thing is to make sure the Artists are proud to win an award".
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www.auctionsaboteur.com 

Ebay, whats that?

corblimeylimey
9 Star Member

member is online

"It's only a bit of painting
and decorating" - Banksy

Joined: Aug 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 6,799/13.88 per day
Location: Devon UK

Respect: 292

Re: Awards
« Reply #101 on Yesterday at 22:30 »

Yesterday at 21:56, corblimeylimey wrote:
Silky, I get the impression that FPR wants to do a similar awards next year, but would like to enlarge it to include both forums
(and perhaps even elsewhere) would you be happy to let FPR take it and run with it and make it truly bigger and better, could
even stop the b**ching differences between the forums.

My original question ^^

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

"But what are pictures anyway? They're just things that brighten the f**king room up at the end of the day, aren't they?" -
Damien Hirst.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/corblimeylimey/

curiousgeorge
4 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Mar 2007
Posts: 460/1.68 per day

Respect: 50

Re: Awards
« Reply #102 on Yesterday at 22:32 »

[/quote]

I think we should get these things sorted now in front of everyone, coz then its all open and
people can see the full story.

Any other questions?  [/quote]

Yip, when are you going to put you're name back on the avatar, it looks silly, and i don't mean
in the visual sense 
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0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,426/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #103 on Yesterday at 22:33 »

Yesterday at 21:56, corblimeylimey wrote:
Silky, I get the impression that FPR wants to do a similar awards next year, but would like to enlarge it to include both forums
(and perhaps even elsewhere) would you be happy to let FPR take it and run with it and make it truly bigger and better, could
even stop the b**ching differences between the forums.

I had suggested to Fins I think even before this years that it would be good to have the awards
on its own Forum/site so EVERYONE could be involved, and also it was not seen as being so
closely connected to just one Artists forum.
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0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,426/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #104 on Yesterday at 22:34 »

Yesterday at 22:30, Finsburyparkranger wrote:
What does this mean?

"And next year I can be in more contact with the Artists to get them to tell their fans about the awards to get them nominated

and Voted  Let the Artists help us to promote the Awards  I think one important thing is to make sure the Artists are
proud to win an award".

I think I have answered that one  But I will do it again if you want?

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

RBK
8 Star Member

member is online

Joined: Sept 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 1,660
Location: Chicago

Respect: 37

Re: Awards
« Reply #105 on Yesterday at 22:34 »

Yesterday at 22:18, 0 wrote:

Yesterday at 22:14, RBK wrote:
Artists don't have to prove they 'want to win' sh!t! Tons of movie stars who win awards don't even come to the
events. Award who deserves to win regardless if they show up, blow you off, or something in between. 

I'm not taking any sides here - but I think Silky and FPR should resolve this via PM. FPR is an extremely
valuable forum member here and it is my hope that he continues to be.

I dont think anyone ever said about artists needed to prove anything?  many of the people up for awards I had never heard

of  and I dunt have any problem with that  it just shows I dunt know much 

Uhh.... you just did. And did you neg me for stating an artist shouldn't have to prove
themselves to be deemed worthy???

Yesterday at 22:08, 0 wrote:

Yesterday at 22:01, Finsburyparkranger wrote:
What does this mean...

"And next year I can be in more contact with the Artists to get them to tell their fans about the awards to get

them nominated and Voted  Let the Artists help us to promote the Awards  I think one important thing is to
make sure the Artists are proud to win an award".

The first part is saying that Artists will want to win the awards, so the more we tell about it, the more they will tell other about it

so they get more votes 

And the last part is as I said  Its a good idea to have awards the Artists WANT to win  Im not saying that did not happen

this year!  Im just saying thats an important part of what an Awards should be.

I'm going back to work - all this squabbling makes me head hurt. Let's just all get along!

« Last Edit: Yesterday at 22:36 by RBK » Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged
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manchestermike
9 Star Member

member is offline

S-s-s-s-superplex

Joined: Jul 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,227/8.13 per day
Location: And on the sixth

day...
Respect: 85

Re: Awards
« Reply #106 on Yesterday at 22:34 »

Yesterday at 22:33, 0 wrote:

Yesterday at 21:56, corblimeylimey wrote:
Silky, I get the impression that FPR wants to do a similar awards next year, but would like to enlarge it to include
both forums (and perhaps even elsewhere) would you be happy to let FPR take it and run with it and make it
truly bigger and better, could even stop the b**ching differences between the forums.

I had suggested to Fins I think even before this years that it would be good to have the awards on its own Forum/site so
EVERYONE could be involved, and also it was not seen as being so closely connected to just one Artists forum.

Pleeeeeeease, no more forums. The Cartrainbusplane one was surely as far as that can be
pushed?

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

I believe virtually everything I read, and I think that is what makes me more of a selective human than someone who
doesn't believe anything.

corblimeylimey
9 Star Member

member is online

"It's only a bit of painting
and decorating" - Banksy

Joined: Aug 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 6,799/13.88 per day
Location: Devon UK

Respect: 292

Re: Awards
« Reply #107 on Yesterday at 22:35 »

Yesterday at 22:33, 0 wrote:

Yesterday at 21:56, corblimeylimey wrote:
Silky, I get the impression that FPR wants to do a similar awards next year, but would like to enlarge it to include
both forums (and perhaps even elsewhere) would you be happy to let FPR take it and run with it and make it
truly bigger and better, could even stop the b**ching differences between the forums.

I had suggested to Fins I think even before this years that it would be good to have the awards on its own Forum/site so
EVERYONE could be involved, and also it was not seen as being so closely connected to just one Artists forum.

Sounds like a good idea, I may be speaking out of turn, but I think FPR wants to run it, perhaps
he thinks he's being pushed out of it?

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

"But what are pictures anyway? They're just things that brighten the f**king room up at the end of the day, aren't they?" -
Damien Hirst.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/corblimeylimey/

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,426/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #108 on Yesterday at 22:36 »

Never negged anyone 

Yesterday at 22:34, RBK wrote:

Yesterday at 22:18, 0 wrote:

I dont think anyone ever said about artists needed to prove anything?  many of the people up for awards I

had never heard of  and I dunt have any problem with that  it just shows I dunt know much 

Uhh.... you just did. And did you just neg me for stating an artist shouldn't have to prove themselves to be deemed
worthy???

Yesterday at 22:08, 0 wrote:

The first part is saying that Artists will want to win the awards, so the more we tell about it, the more they will tell

other about it so they get more votes 

And the last part is as I said  Its a good idea to have awards the Artists WANT to win  Im not saying that

did not happen this year!  Im just saying thats an important part of what an Awards should be.

I'm going back to work - all this squabbling makes me head hurt. Let's just all get along!
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solar77
2 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: May 2007
Posts: 90/0.42 per day

Respect: 4

Re: Awards
« Reply #109 on Yesterday at 22:38 »

I don't know why I'm reading this thread, but I can't stop refreshing. I think the F5 finger
doesn't know what to do with itself without the Ghetto.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,426/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #110 on Yesterday at 22:39 »

Yesterday at 22:35, corblimeylimey wrote:

Yesterday at 22:33, 0 wrote:

I had suggested to Fins I think even before this years that it would be good to have the awards on its own
Forum/site so EVERYONE could be involved, and also it was not seen as being so closely connected to just one
Artists forum.

Sounds like a good idea, I may be speaking out of turn,  but I think FPR wants to run it, perhaps he thinks he's being pushed
out of it?

He can do whatever he wants  I dont have any problems with that 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

corblimeylimey
9 Star Member

member is online

"It's only a bit of painting
and decorating" - Banksy

Joined: Aug 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 6,799/13.88 per day
Location: Devon UK

Respect: 292

Re: Awards
« Reply #111 on Yesterday at 22:40 »

Yesterday at 22:39, 0 wrote:

Yesterday at 22:35, corblimeylimey wrote:

Sounds like a good idea, I may be speaking out of turn,  but I think FPR wants to run it, perhaps he thinks he's
being pushed out of it?

He can do whatever he wants  I dont have any problems with that 

I hope that's it sorted then 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

"But what are pictures anyway? They're just things that brighten the f**king room up at the end of the day, aren't they?" -
Damien Hirst.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/corblimeylimey/

rachelstevens
1 Star Member

member is online

Joined: Jun 2007
Gender: Female 

Posts: 30/0.17 per day
Location: Up all Night

Respect: 9

Re: Awards
« Reply #112 on Yesterday at 22:42 »

thank you for answering my question.
if the awards are to celebrate the work of the artists then it would be good to conduct it
independtly from all forums so its credibility cannot be questioned like it has been tonight.
good that people are finally talking, i had put my coat on ready to leave.
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0
Administrator

member is online

Re: Awards
« Reply #113 on Yesterday at 22:44 »

Yesterday at 20:24, Finsburyparkranger wrote:
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Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,426/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Yesterday at 20:24, Finsburyparkranger wrote:

Yesterday at 20:03, corblimeylimey wrote:
The awards were your idea weren't they FPR? you first mentioned it and got it together didn't you.

Mate it was my baby. My error was saying yes to allowing silky register the urban art awards.I was very busy and took my eye
off the game. Its time to move on. Personally I don't like the word 'urban' that much, the pisser is i love this damn community
and I might get banned for speaking out. I'm going to go chill now. Need to think happy thoughts.

Fins, if you don't like the name it might have been a good idea to have told me before this
years  If you want to do the awards away from the forum under the original name that you
came up with, And I have no involvement in it whatsoever, thats fine  I think thats the
easiest solution at the end of the day.

« Last Edit: Yesterday at 22:47 by 0 » Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

kiki
1 Star Member

member is online

Joined: Dec 2007
Posts: 28/5.6 per day

Respect: 7

Re: Awards
« Reply #114 on Yesterday at 22:45 »

Yesterday at 22:39, 0 wrote:

Yesterday at 22:35, corblimeylimey wrote:

Sounds like a good idea, I may be speaking out of turn,  but I think FPR wants to run it, perhaps he thinks he's
being pushed out of it?

He can do whatever he wants  I dont have any problems with that 

Would you then be happy with transferring the ownership of the registered name 'Urban Art
Awards' to FPR, provided he reimbursed you for the registration fee?

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

artlover
1 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Aug 2007
Posts: 25/0.2 per day

Respect: -1

Re: Awards
« Reply #115 on Yesterday at 22:45 »

Yesterday at 22:42, rachelstevens wrote:

if the awards are to celebrate the work of the artists then it would be good to conduct it independtly from all  forums so its
credibility cannot be questioned like it has been tonight.

Agreed!

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

Harveyn
Charity Fundraiser

member is offline

Joined: Jul 2007
Posts: 925/5.97 per day

Respect: 102

Re: Awards
« Reply #116 on Yesterday at 22:48 »

What the hell is going on? 

Both you guys seem like really great guys and in the short time I have been involved in this
forum I have come to respect both of your opinions.

Why is it important whose name the awards are registered in? Surely its a bit like the Charity
irrespective of who came up with the idea if it works then it should continue and it should
belong to the forum. I think we all know that the majority of people who come on to this forum
to discuss art are not just Banksy fans.

I think if FPR came up with the idea and put all the effort in then he should remain as Awards
Organizer for as long as he feels like it, but at the end of the day would any of it have been
possible without having the forum as a platform. 

Clearly I am missing something. Please tell me this is not about it being a potential revenue
stream for someone. All money generated should be donated to charity.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

Finsburyparkranger
Awards Organizer Re: Awards

« Reply #117 on Yesterday at 22:49 »
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member is online

Joined: Jan 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 2,082/6.22 per day
Respect: 149

« Reply #117 on Yesterday at 22:49 »

Ok I shall work hard to make a truly independent award ceremony free from influence that
involves not just forums but normal people. I will aim to involve the best of the street art world
to come together to make a new award ceremony event, I will aim to make it a different
experience to the banksy.info awards party bash so both events are equally enjoyable in there
own way and try to make it a very special event for everyone. Silky if you wish to support my
awards like i did yours that would be fantastic. 

The END.

« Last Edit: Yesterday at 22:50 by Finsburyparkranger » Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

www.auctionsaboteur.com 

Ebay, whats that?

simococo
5 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Apr 2007
Posts: 540/2.21 per day

Location: London
Respect: 32

Re: Awards
« Reply #118 on Yesterday at 22:50 »

can someone post a picture of the big Gok Wan. That would be a fitting climax.

Thank you in advance
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Finsburyparkranger
Awards Organizer

member is online

Joined: Jan 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 2,082/6.22 per day
Respect: 149

Re: Awards
« Reply #119 on Yesterday at 22:50 »

Yesterday at 22:50, simococo wrote:
can someone post a picture of the big Gok Wan. That would be a fitting climax.

Thank you in advance
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